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Minimal Clinically Important Differences of the
Childhood Health Assessment Questionnaire
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ABSTRACT. Objective. The Childhood Health Assessment Questionnaire (CHAQ) is a commonly used measure
of disability and physical function for children with juvenile rheumatoid arthritis (JRA), whose
scores range between 0 (no disability) and 3 (very severe disability), with a smallest potential dif-
ference in the CHAQ score of individuals at 0.125. We estimated minimal clinically important dif-
ferences (MCID) of the CHAQ for worsening and improvement that were actually experienced by
children with JRA using patient, parent, and clinical perspectives.
Methods. Changes in CHAQ scores were calculated for parent (n = 92) and patient ratings (children
age ≥ 8 yrs only; n = 67) between subsequent clinic visits. Changes in patient well being and dis-
ease activity and the occurrence of flare or important improvement between visits served as external
standards for the MCID. MCID were defined as the median changes of the CHAQ scores of indi-
vidual patients who had a minimal important improvement or worsening between visits.
Results. The median change in CHAQ scores of patients who rated themselves or were rated by oth-
ers as unchanged was often 0. Depending on the external standard used, the MCID for improvement
of the CHAQ was –0.188 at most, while the MCID for worsening was at most +0.125.
Conclusion. The MCID of the CHAQ for both improvement and worsening are often at or close to
the level of the smallest potential difference, suggesting that the CHAQ is relatively insensitive to
important short term changes in children with JRA. This may warrant a change in the calculation of
the global CHAQ score, or the development of more sensitive functional measures. (J Rheumatol
2005;32:150–61)
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The Childhood Health Assessment Questionnaire (CHAQ)1

has been developed to measure physical function and dis-
ability of children with juvenile rheumatoid arthritis (JRA),
but it can also be used for children with other chronic mus-
culoskeletal (MSK) diseases2,3. Since its initial publication,

the CHAQ has been translated into many languages4 and is
used worldwide for assessing children with chronic MSK
diseases. Although other measures of physical function have
been developed for children with arthritis5-8, the CHAQ is
the most commonly used. In addition, the CHAQ is often
chosen to serve as core response variable (CRV) when
assessing clinically relevant changes9,10 of patients with
JRA11 and juvenile idiopathic arthritis (JIA)12 in clinical
practice and research. Despite a large number of studies on
the test-retest reliability, construct validity, and quality of
the parent-proxy report of the CHAQ2-4,13,14, the minimal
clinically important differences (MCID) of the CHAQ have
not been well examined.

Initially, the MCID has been defined by Jaeschke as “the
smallest (absolute) difference in score which patients per-
ceive as beneficial and which would mandate, in the absence
of troublesome side-effects and excessive cost, a change in
the patient’s management”15,16. Thus differences in scores
smaller than the MCID are considered as not important,
regardless of whether statistical significance is reached or
not. A recently developed taxonomy by the Outcome
Measures in Rheumatology (OMERACT) group17 suggests
that there are multiple types of MCID for a given measure,
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depending on the external standards considered and the
characteristics of the population assessed.

There is only one study18 using primarily hypothetical
scenarios to determine the MCID of the CHAQ. Findings of
this study support that the MCID depend on whether
improvement or worsening is being considered and also
how disabled patients are at baseline. For hypothetical
changes in disability, the MCID of the CHAQ for improve-
ment was often around –0.13 and for worsening at roughly
+0.75. However, the MCID of hypothetical changes are dif-
ferent from and often larger than the MCID of changes actu-
ally experienced19-23. Good knowledge about the MCID of
the CHAQ is essential for the interpretation of changes of
CHAQ scores in clinical practice and research. For example,
therapeutic interventions targeted to improve patient physi-
cal function that fail to result in a minimal important
improvement of the CHAQ, especially if expensive, should
be abandoned, given the lack of a relevant benefit to the
child.

The objective of this study was to estimate the MCID of
the CHAQ for children who are actually experiencing
changes in their health and well being, using the taxonomy
proposed by OMERACT17.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Study subjects. A convenience sample of families of children with JRA was
recruited during routine clinic visits if the patient was between one and 18
years of age and had symptoms of chronic arthritis for at least 2 months.
The primary caretaker and children aged 8 years and older completed the
questionnaires. Each child’s rheumatologist was asked to assess the
patient’s disease activity and change of arthritis since the preceding (study)
visit after they had performed the routine clinic examination.

Interview process. Study instruments were completed under direct supervi-
sion in random sequence. Parents and patients completed the questionnaires
independently from each other. Each family was interviewed during 2
sequential visits to the rheumatology clinics.

Childhood Health Assessment Questionnaire. The CHAQ consists of 2
components: disability and discomfort. Disability is assessed using 30
questions in 8 domains covering major aspects of daily living over a one-
week period: dressing and grooming, arising, eating, walking, hygiene,
reach, grip, and activities. If aids or devices are used or assistance is
required, the minimal score for the corresponding domain is 2. Each
domain contains at least one item that is developmentally appropriate for
children according to their age. Items are rated on a 4-point Likert scale (no
difficulty, some difficulty, much difficulty, unable to do), with the option to
mark “not applicable” if a child cannot be expected to perform a certain
maneuver because of young age. The disability index is calculated as the
unweighted average of the 8 domain scores and yields a disability score
between 0 (no disability) and 3 (most severe disability). Because of the
algorithm underlying the calculation of the CHAQ disability score, the
smallest potential difference in CHAQ scores, i.e., the smallest possible
incremental change of the CHAQ in an individual who changed by one cat-
egory on the Likert scale in only one of the 30 items is 0.125. The CHAQ,
when used in children with arthritis, has an important flooring effect, but
generally good internal consistency and test-retest reliability1,24.

Additional patient outcomes. For comparison and to serve as external stan-
dards, information on other patient-related outcomes was collected, as fol-
lows.

The Juvenile Arthritis Quality of Life Questionnaire (JAQQ)5,6 is a dis-

ease-specific measure of health related quality of life (HRQOL). This
measure was included in the study to serve as an alternative core response
variable of functional ability in the JRA core set (see below) to assess the
MCID of the CHAQ. The JAQQ consists of 74 items grouped into 4
domains, and patients are requested to consider the preceding 2 weeks:
gross motor function, fine motor function, psychosocial function, and sys-
temic symptoms. Each item is scored on a 6-point Likert scale (none of the
time – never; hardly any time – 10% of the time; some of the time – 25%
of the time; half of the time – 50% of the time; most of the time – 75% of
the time; almost all of the time – 90% of the time; all the time – always)
with the option to answer “does not apply to me/my child” for items that
are not expected from children because of their young age. Domain scores
are calculated based on the unweighted average of the 5 highest scored
items in the domain. The summary JAQQ score corresponds to the
unweighted average of the 4 domain scores25. The JAQQ has excellent reli-
ability, construct validity, and responsiveness to change when used in chil-
dren with JRA and other MSK diseases. To increase the comparability with
other patient outcomes in this study, the final scores of the JAQQ were
rescaled to range between 0 and 1, 1 being the best possible score, signify-
ing the highest HRQOL.

Patient well being. For this study, parents and patients were asked to rate
the patient’s well being on 3 different scales. (1) We measured patient well
being for the preceding one week using a 100 mm double-anchored linear
analog scale presented with the sentence stem, “My/my child’s overall well
being is...” The lower endpoint of the scale was marked with “extremely
bad” and a sad-face, whereas the upper endpoint of the scale was defined
as “excellent” and a happy-face was presented (Welllinear). (2) In addition,
an 11-point Likert scale (range 0–10) of patient well being (WellCat num)
was completed, using the same sentence stem and endpoints as for
Welllinear. (3) As a third approach to measuring well being, a 5-point Likert
scale was completed (much worse, worse, same, better, much better), which
was presented with the sentence stem, “Relative to the last assessment do
you feel you/your child is...” (WellCategory).

Disease activity. The treating physician rated the patient disease activity on
2 scales. (1) Physicians completed a double-anchored linear analog scale of
100 mm length to assess global disease activity (DAlinear). The lower end-
point was marked “0 = very mild,” while the upper endpoint was marked
“10 = very severe.” The scale was presented with the word stem, “The
patient’s disease activity is...” (2) In addition, physicians completed an 11-
point Likert scale (range 0–10), which was presented with the same sen-
tence stem as DACat num. The endpoints of this scale were marked identi-
cally to those of the DAlinear.

Clinically important improvement of JRA. Standard definitions of patient
improvement have been developed in the past9 and are based on changes of
the so-called JRA core response variables (CRV). The core set of CRV are
the patient global assessment of well being, the physician assessment of
disease activity, the number of joints with active arthritis (AJC), the num-
ber of joints with limited range of motion (LROM), a laboratory marker of
inflammation [erythrocyte sedimentation rate (ESR) or C-reactive protein],
and a measure of patient function. Patients with JRA are considered to be
clinically improved if a minimum of 3 of the 6 CRV improve by at least
30% without more than one of the remaining CRV being worse by 30% or
more.

Although not strictly defined, the CHAQ, a measure of physical func-
tion, has often been used as a functional measure in the core set. For deter-
mining the MCID of the CHAQ based on relative changes of the CRV, the
following measures were used: the parent rating of the JAQQ as a measure
of overall function, the AJC, the number of joints with LROM, the parent
rating on Welllinear to measure well being, DAlinear for measuring disease
activity, and the ESR as a laboratory marker of disease.

Clinically important worsening of JRA (flare). The preliminary criteria of
clinically important worsening in JRA are based on percentage changes of
the CRV10. Patients are considered as having a disease flare, i.e., experi-
encing a clinically important worsening of JRA, if at least 2 of 6 CRV wors-
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en by at least 40% without more than one of the remaining CRV improving
by 30% or more. For the determination of disease flare in this study, the
same measures were used as CRV as for assessing clinically important
improvement.

MCID taxonomy of the OMERACT. The MCID of a measure is a special
parameter of its responsiveness. The OMERACT presented a taxonomy
describing the types of discrimination that could be considered when
assessing the MCID of a measure17,26. According to this taxonomy, there
are different types of MCID for a given instrument, which can all be clas-
sified based on 3 mutually independent key categories, called axes (Figure
1), as follows.

Axis 1, “Setting.” This axis describes the study setting and whether the
results are geared toward interpreting the scores of individual patients or
the scores of a group of patients. Thus the “Setting” axis has 2 basic fea-
tures: MCID for assessing changes of individuals and MCID for assessing
changes of groups. This distinction is important, because it has been shown
that clinical experts demand more change in an individual’s score before
they confidently consider an important change to have occurred than in a
group of patients’ scores27.

Axis 2, “Which.” The “Which” axis defines which scores are being con-
trasted in a study. The bottom row of Figure 1 represents the discrimination
at one point in time between persons as the scores between patients are con-
trasted. This contrast is then defined as the MCID28. Most studies provid-
ing information on MCID look at within-person change over time, say in a
group of patients undergoing physiotherapy for arthritis29. The same can be
done on a group level, i.e., whether one patient group is different (better or

worse) from another group over time30-33. Another possible approach is to
focus on the relative change seen in a treatment group versus a control
group34,35.

Axis 3, “Type of change/ difference.” The third axis defines the type of
change or difference that is being quantified in a study of responsiveness
(horizontal side of cube in Figure 1). The smallest potential difference is
one type of MCID and is for the CHAQ on an individual level at 0.125. The
smallest detectable difference (SDD; also referred to as minimum
detectable difference) is yet another MCID type. It is based on the standard
error mean and is linked to the test-retest reliability of a measure36. The
SDD can serve as an anchor for describing the MCID of a measure, and it
has been proposed that it is difficult to interpret change scores of a meas-
ure smaller than its SDD17. Other approaches to determining the MCID
have been put forward29,36,37, such as defining the MCID as the mean
change scores of those patients who experienced a small but important
change. Because this method possibly misclassifies patients whose change
scores are close to but not at the mean, it has been proposed to define the
25th or even the 5th percentiles of the change score as MCID to ensure
greater sensitivity27,28. The remaining categories on this axis are all
dependent on the different external standards considered when determining
the MCID, such as patient self-reports, parent or physician proxy-reports,
criteria of important improvement, or flare.

Types of MCID assessed in this study. MCID assessments for this study
were done to contrast “changes within subjects over time” (axis 2) using the
“individual” setting (axis 1) only. Multiple approaches were taken to cal-
culate different types of MCID values of the CHAQ (axis 3). The types of

Figure 1. The different types of minimal clinically important differences (MCID) are depicted on the so-called MCID cube. These types of MCID have to be
considered for improvement and worsening separately. Each type of MCID can be described on the basis of 3 key categories, called axes. They are the “Which”
axis, the “Setting” axis, and the axis “Type of change/ Difference.” Based on the algorithm used to calculate disability summary score, the smallest minimum
potentially detectable difference in CHAQ score of a child at different points in time is 0.125 (Type of change/Difference axis: category 1; Setting: 1.
Individual; Which: 2. changes within). Only MCID of the CHAQ marked X1, X2, X3, and X4 were assessed in the study, using various other patient-related
outcomes as external standards. Because MCID for worsening and improvement of the CHAQ may differ X1, X2, X3, and X4 have to be assessed for wors-
ening and also improvement separately (adapted with permission from J Rheumatol 2001;28:400-5).
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MCID assessed in this study are marked “X1–4” in Figure 1. MCID for
improvement and worsening were assessed separately. The SDD corre-
sponds to the area marked X1 in Figure 1. Patient self-report of minimal
important changes in health and well being were used to determine MCID,
marked X2 in Figure 1. Proxy-ratings of patient change in disease activity,
health, and well being by parents and physicians yielded MCID marked X3
in Figure 1. Important changes of patients were based on the criteria for
improvement and flare, and are marked X4.

Definition of external standards used in the study to measure the MCID of
the CHAQ 
SDD (Figure 1, X1). The CHAQ scores of patients who were considered
unchanged between visits were measured to determine the SDD using a

data-driven approach. The SDD at a 95% confidence level (SDD95) corre-
sponds to the standard error mean (SEM) multiplied by the square root of
2 and multiplied by 1.96 (SDD95 = SEM × 2 × 1.96)31. Calculations of
the SEM were based on the CHAQ scores of patients who were considered
as not having changed (well being, disease activity, flare, and improvement
criteria) between visits.

Definition of minimal important change in the external standards used to
assess the MCID (Figure 1, X2+3). The MCID values were based on medi-
an changes of the CHAQ scores, given the negative skewing of CHAQ
scores in children with arthritis18.

Important minimal absolute changes on linear analog scales (Welllinear,
DAlinear) were defined as 10 mm to 30 mm differences in the ratings
between visits. Patients with less than 10 mm changes on linear analog

Legend: See Figures 2, 3, and 4.
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scales between visits were rated as unchanged, while patients with changes
beyond 30 mm were rated as extremely changed and excluded from the
analysis for the MCID.

Similarly, changes on categorical numeric scales (WellCat num, DACat

num) of 1 or 2 categories were used to define patients with minimal impor-
tant changes. Patients with more than a 2-category change between visits
were rated as extremely changed and excluded from the subsequent analy-
sis of the MCID.

When using the scale WellCategory, patients who rated themselves or
were rated by others as “better,” “worse,” or “same” between visits were
regarded as minimally improved, minimally worse, or unchanged, while
patients rated as “much improved” or “much worse” were excluded from
the analysis for the MCID of the CHAQ.

Assessment of CHAQ flooring effect on MCID. To assess whether patient
disability influences the MCID values of the CHAQ, patients were catego-
rized into disability groups according to their baseline CHAQ scores (par-
ent-proxy ratings). Children were regarded as having no disability (CHAQ
= 0), mild disability (0 < CHAQ < 0.250), mild/moderate disability (0.250
< CHAQ < 1.25), and moderate disability (1.25 < CHAQ), as suggested18.
The MCID values were compared for significant differences between dis-
ability groups using Kruskal-Wallis nonparametric ANOVA and parametric
ANOVA with post-hoc testing, as suggested38.

RESULTS
Baseline patient characteristics. Ninety-two families were
interviewed twice at the time of routine clinic visits. The
mean age of the children with JRA with available parent
interviews was 8.7 years (range 1–18) with an average dis-
ease duration of 5.3 years (range 0.5–16). All parents and
also children aged 8 years and older (n = 67, mean age 12.5
yrs, SD 3.5) completed the study questionnaires (Table 1A).
Arthritis of the studied patients was relatively well con-
trolled, and parents rated 36% (n = 33) of them as having no
disability (CHAQ = 0) at the time of enrollment (Table 1B).
Changes of patients between visits. The average time
between the 2 interviews was 3.5 months (SD 2.3). The pro-

portion of patients categorized as having minimally wors-
ened, minimally improved, remaining clinically unchanged,
or experiencing larger than minimal changes was dependent
on the scales used (Table 2). When considering the criteria
for improvement and flare9,10, 17% improved importantly,
15% experienced a disease flare, while the remaining 68%
of patients were clinically unchanged. Of note is that patient
self-ratings of well being yielded a similar categorization of
the changes between visits.

MCID of the CHAQ
Overview. Given the design of the study, MCID for the indi-
vidual setting (axis 1) and within-patient changes over time
(axis 2) were determined, while several external standards
were used to obtain reference values for the different cate-
gories contained on axis 3. The various types of MCID
determined in this study are described below and referred to
as X1–4 in Figure 1 to facilitate the comparison with the cur-
rent OMERACT taxonomy. Based on minimal important
worsening of the different external standards, the various
MCID values for worsening (X2–4) are summarized in Table

Table 1A. Outcome parameters of the cohort at the time of enrollment.

Outcome Measure n Observed Median (IQR) Mean (SD)
Range

Childhood Health Assessment Questionnaire
Child report (≥ 8 yrs) 67 0–2.25 0.25 (0–0.66) 0.46 (0.56)
Parent report 92 0–2.00 0.25 (0–0.91) 0.53 (0.61)

No. of joints with active arthritis 0–34 1 (0–4) 3.6 (6.6)
No. of joints with limited range of motion 0–27 0 (0–2) 2.2 (4.5)
ESR, mm/h 1–93 15 (7–25) 18 (16)
Juvenile Arthritis Quality of Life Questionnaire

Child report (≥ 8 yrs) 66 0.30–1 0.84 (0.67–0.92) 0.78 (0.21)
Parent report 91 0.34–1 0.75 (0.64–0.88) 0.74 (0.17)

Linear analog scale of patient well being (0–100 mm; Welllinear)
Child report (≥ 8 yrs) 67 21–100 78 (57–88) 73 (20)
Parent report 92 20–100 80 (68–89) 76 (18)

Categorical scale of patient well being (0–10; WellCat num)
Child report (≥ 8 yrs) 67 2–10 5 (4–7) 5.4 (2.3)
Parent report 92 5 (4–8) 5.6 (2.2)

Linear analog scale of disease activity by 92 0–95 28 (13–52) 34 (26)
physician (0–100 mm; DAlinear)

Categorical scale of disease activity by 92 0–10 2 (2–4) 2.8 (2.0)
physician (0–10; DACat num)

Table 1B. Disability of the patients at baseline.

Disability Categories No. of Children ≥ 8 yrs (%) No. of Parents (%)

Moderate disability1 6 (10) 16 (17)
Mild/moderate disability2 25 (37) 29 (32)
Mild disability3 15 (22) 14 (15)
No disability4 21 (31) 33 (36)
Total 67 (100) 92 (100)

1 1.25 < CHAQ score ≤ 2.00. 2 0.25 < CHAQ score ≤ 1.25. 3 0 < CHAQ
score ≤ 0.250. 4 CHAQ score = 0.
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3A and depicted in Figure 2. The various types of MCID for
improvement (X2–4) are summarized in Table 3B and depict-
ed in Figure 3. Figure 4 depicts the MCID of the CHAQ for
improvement under consideration of the flooring effect of
the CHAQ (exploratory analysis). The data-driven approach
for determining the MCID of the CHAQ (SDD95;X1) is pre-
sented in Table 3C together with the changes of CHAQ
scores in stable patients.

MCID of the CHAQ for worsening (Figure 1, X2–4). The
MCID of the CHAQ for worsening corresponds to the
smallest decrease in CHAQ scores of patients who have
worsened based on relevant changes of external standards.

As shown in Table 3A, the MCID values differed depending
on the external standard considered. Of note is that physi-
cians often rated their patients as worse, even if patient
physical function (CHAQ) had improved. Similarly, disease
flare was often not accompanied by changes in CHAQ
score.

Irrespective of the external standard used, the MCID of
the CHAQ for worsening was small and close to or at the
level of the smallest possible difference (Figure 2).

MCID of the CHAQ for improvement (Figure 1, X2–4).
Similar to worsening, the MCID of the CHAQ for improve-
ment was often small and did not exceed –0.188 (Table 3B).

Table 2. Changes in patients between visits based on parent and physician reports.

Measure/External Standard Minimal Important Minimal Important Unchanged, % Very Much
Improvement, % Worsening, % Improved or

Very Much
Worse, %

Child report
1. Well being on scale Welllinear* 14 9 59 18
2. Well being on scale WellCat num** 25 16 49 10
3. Rating on scale Wellcategory*** 31 10 41 18

Parent report
4. Well being on scale Welllinear* 13 26 59 2
5. Well being on scale WellCat num** 27 12 59 2
6. Rating on scale Wellcategory*** 23 21 38 18

Physician report and CRV
7. Disease activity scale DAlinear* 25 13 44 18
8. Disease activity on scale DACat num** 29 16 43 12
9. Important change of disease based on current 17 15 68

criteria of flare and improvement using 
percentage changes of CRV†

* Minimal important change is defined as an absolute change on the linear analog scale of well being by 10 to 30 mm between visits. Patients with < 10 mm
on the scale between visits were rated as unchanged, while patients with changes > 30 mm were rated as extremely changed (very much improved or very
much worse) and excluded from the analysis for the MCID. ** Minimal important change is defined as an absolute change on the numeric Likert scale (0–10)
by 1 or 2 categories between visits. Patients rated with the same numeric category were regarded as unchanged between visits, while patients with changes >
2 categories were regarded as largely changed (very much improved or very much worse) and excluded from the analysis for the MCID. *** Patients rated
“better” were considered minimally improved, those rated “worse” were considered minimally worse, while patients rated “same” were regarded as unchanged
between visits. Patients rated “much better” or “much worse” were excluded from the analysis of the MCID. † Clinically important improvement is present if
a minimum of 3 of the 6 core response variables (CRV) improve by at least 30% without more than one of the remaining CRV being worse by 30% or more;
clinically important worsening is present if a minimum of 2 of the 6 CRV worsen by at least 40% without more than one of the remaining CRV being improved
by 30% or more.

Table 3A. Minimal clinically important differences (MCID) of the CHAQ for worsening. See Table 2 legend for definitions of minimal worsening of the exter-
nal standards 1–9 and Figure 1 for the different MCID types.

Rater External Standard Median (IQR) Mean (SD)

Observed in population (X2) Child 1. Worsening of well being on scale Welllinear by 10–30 mm + 0.125 (0.25) + 0.063 (0.217)
2. Worsening of well being on scale WellCat num by 1–2 categories 0 (0.375) –0.167 (0.395)
3. Rating as “somewhat worsened” on scale Wellcategory + 0.25 (0.75) + 0.25 (0.375)

Observed in those estimated to Parent 4. Worsening of well being on scale Welllinear by 10–30 mm 0 (0.25) –0.113 (0.579)
differ /to have changed (X3) 5. Worsening of well being on scale WellCat num by 1–2 categories + 0.063 (0.5) 0 (0.702)

6. Rating as “somewhat worsened” on scale Wellcategory + 0.125 (0.75) + 0.238 (0.419)
Physician 7. Worsening of disease activity on DAlinear by 10–30 mm – 0.125 (0.375) –0.2 (0.736)

8. Worsening of disease activity on DACat num by 1–2 categories –0.125 (0.5) –0.231 (0.618)
Observed in those important CRV 9. Observed in patients who fulfill criteria of important disease 0 (0.250) –0.102 (0.530)

change (X4) worsening based on changes in CRV
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Patients who had experienced a clinically important
improvement (external standard 9) between visits often did
not experience the expected decrease in CHAQ scores.

Changes of CHAQ scores in stable patients and the smallest
detectable difference, SDD95 (Figure 1, X1). The CHAQ
scores of stable or clinically unchanged patients were often
at a median of 0 (Table 3C). Nonetheless, some of the stable
patients experienced unexpected large changes in their
CHAQ scores. Changes of CHAQ score observed in stable
patients were used to determine the SDD95

36 (Figure 1, X1).
Depending on the external standard considered, the

SDD95 of the CHAQ was between 0.136 (Parent
WellCategorical) and 0.211 (DACat num) (Table 3C).

Exploratory analysis: MCID for improvement after correc-
tion for the flooring effect of the CHAQ (Figure 1, X2–4).
Patients with a CHAQ score of 0 at baseline have no option
to further improve the rating of their physical function, even
if other outcomes (external standards) suggest that the
patients have improved. Given the profound flooring effect
of the CHAQ, this may have an important negative influ-
ence on the absolute size of MCID for improvement.
Exploratory analysis was performed and the MCID of the

CHAQ for improvement was determined after exclusion of
all families who improved based on the external standards,
but had a CHAQ score of 0 at baseline (Figure 4). Due to
small numbers, ratings from children were excluded from
the exploratory analysis. The results support that the respon-
siveness, i.e., the size of the MCID of the CHAQ, improves
with correction of the flooring effect. However, the MCID
remains close to or at the level of the SDD95.

Dependency of the MCID of the CHAQ on the baseline dis-
ability of the patients. Based on the results of nonparametric
Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA, there were no important differ-
ences in the MCID of the CHAQ between patients of differ-
ent disability groups, irrespective of the external standard
used in this study (for all, chi-square < 5.8, p = nonsignifi-
cant). A similar result was obtained when repeating the
analysis using a parametric ANOVA.

DISCUSSION
Knowledge of the MCID of a clinical measure is essential
for the interpretation of changes in its scores. Only changes
in scores beyond the MCID of a measure constitute relevant
changes, while smaller changes are of minimal or no clini-

Table 3B. Types of MCID for improvement assessed in the study. See Table 2 legend for definitions of minimal worsening of the external standards 1–9 and
Figure 1 for the different MCID types.

Rater External Standard Median (IQR) Mean (SD)

Observed in population (X2) Child 1. Improvement of well being on scale Welllinear by 10–30 mm –0.063 (1.188) –0.016 (0.766)
2. Improvement of well being on scale WellCat num by 1–2 categories 0 (0.875) –0.205 (0.642)
3. Rating as “somewhat improved” on scale Wellcategory –0.188 (0.5) –0.188 (0.418)

Observed in those estimated Parent 4. Improvement of well being on scale Welllinear by 10–30 mm 0 (0.875) + 0.125 (0.407)
to differ/to have changed (X3) 5. Improvement of well being on scale WellCat num by 1–2 categories 0 (1.0) –0.272 (0.688)

6. Rating as “somewhat improved” on scale Wellcategory 0 (0.125) –0.023 (0.273)
Physician 7. Improvement of disease activity on scale DAlinear by 10–30 mm 0 (0.125) –0.118 (0.381)

8. Improvement of disease activity on scale DACat num by 1–2 categories 0 (0.375) –0.170 (0.459)
Observed in those important CRV 9. Observed in patients who fulfill criteria of important disease + 0.125 (0.875) –0.115 (0.662)
change (X4) improvement based on changes in CRV

Table 3C. Changes of the CHAQ scores of stable, unchanged patients and smallest detectable differences (SDD). See Table 2 legend for definitions of mini-
mal worsening of the external standards 1–9 and Figure 1 for the different MCID types.

Rater External Standard Median (IQR) Mean (SD)

Observed in population (X2) Child 1. Well being on Well beinglinear changes < 10 mm 0 (0.375) –0.117 (0.390)
2. Well being on Well beingnum is the same –0.063 (0.375) –0.125 (0.374)
3. Rating “unchanged” on Well beingcategory 0 (0) –0.087 (0.324)

Observed in those estimated Parent 4. Well being on Well beinglinear changes < 10 mm 0 (0.250) + 0.003 (0.417)
to differ/to have changed (X3) 5. Well being on Well beingnum is the same 0 (0.125) –0.005 (0.354)

6. Rating “unchanged” on Well beingcategory –0.125 (0.250) -0.139 (0.273)
Physician 7. Change of disease activity on DAlinear by < 10 mm 0 (0.125) 0.015 (0.446)

8. Change of disease activity on DALikert is the same 0 (0.094) 0.022 (0.480)
Observed in those with CRV 9. Observed in patients who did not fulfill criteria of important 0 (0.250) –0.036 (0.517)

important change (X4) disease worsening or improvement based on changes in CRV
Minimum actually detectable Data-driven SDD at a 95% confidence level (SDD95) based on external

difference (X1) standards 1–9 Range 0.136–0.211
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cal relevance. In recent years a series of outcome measures
have been developed for JRA to help with the description
and interpretation of changes in disease. The MCID of the
CHAQ, one of the most commonly used of these outcome
measures, have not been well examined. Therefore, it is cur-
rently unclear which changes in CHAQ scores of patients
with JRA should prompt medical interventions and influ-
ence medical decision-making. In order to increase the use-
fulness of the CHAQ for clinicians and researchers, we
examined the MCID of the CHAQ in children who actually
experienced changes of their health and well being. We
found that the MCID of the CHAQ for both worsening and
improvement are different from each other. There appears to
be no single MCID of the CHAQ, but rather a series of
MCID depending on the external standards taken into
account.

The results of this study suggest that the MCID of the
CHAQ for worsening and improvement of individuals are
generally small, and that CHAQ scores often do not change

even though a minimal important change in the well being
of children with JRA has occurred. Patients often experi-
enced important changes in well being and disease activity
without concomitant changes in their CHAQ scores. Thus
the CHAQ is unlikely to be a very useful measure to help
with short term medical decision-making for individual
patients. Conversely, patients whose disability levels
change, i.e., whose CHAQ scores decrease or increase, have
probably experienced an important improvement or worsen-
ing of their health and disease (data not shown).

When using a data-driven approach, the MCID of the
CHAQ is somewhat larger than when using the other
approaches in our study, with a SDD95 of up to 0.211. The
relatively large SDD95 is related to the large changes in
CHAQ scores of some patients who considered themselves
or were considered by others as clinically unchanged.
However, different from other measures, such as the Short
Form-3639, there is a rather large difference between the
SDD95 and the MCID of the CHAQ using other external

Figure 2. Minimal clinically important differences (MCID) of the CHAQ for worsening (see details of legend, page 153).
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standards. The reasons for this are not clear. The SDD95 is
known to be increased in measures with poor test-retest reli-
ability. However, previous research suggests that the CHAQ
has a high test-retest reliability, especially in patients used to
the completion of the measure1-3,40, like the subjects evalu-
ated for this study. Other possibilities are that there were
problems with the recall of symptoms or clinical findings of
the families and physicians since the last visit. Similarly,
physicians might have rated patients’ disease activity as
unchanged although an actual change in the patient had
occurred that had led to a change in CHAQ score. Another
explanation for the discrepancy between SSD95 and the
other MCID values could be that a so-called “response
shift”19,22 has occurred. For example, a response shift has
occurred if patients, although somewhat worsened or
improved, have become used to the altered health state and
rate themselves as unchanged, even though an actual change
in their health had taken place. The assessment of response
shift phenomena in pediatrics is still under development and

was not the focus of our study. Thus further research is
required to assess the effect of response shifts on the MCID
and the SDD of the CHAQ.

In this study, we provided a conservative estimate for the
MCID of the CHAQ by defining them as median change
scores of those patients who changed. Even for these con-
servative estimates, the MCID of the CHAQ were small. If
we had followed previously suggested more stringent stan-
dards and had defined the MCID as the 5th or 25th per-
centile of the change scores, then the MCID of the CHAQ
would not have exceeded 0, irrespective of the external stan-
dard used in this study (Figures 2 and 3).

We speculate that, if used as CRV, the CHAQ may lead
to an underestimation of clinically important improvement
of patients, given the small MCID of the CHAQ for
improvement. This is supported by our finding that patients
who had improved importantly or worsened based on their
changes of the other CRV often did not manifest the expect-
ed improvement or worsening in the CHAQ scores. The

Figure 3. Minimal clinically important differences (MCID) of the CHAQ for improvement (see details of legend, page 153).
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observation that CHAQ scores of patients are less respon-
sive to important changes compared to the other CRV dur-
ing a 3-month time interval has been made previously41. 

Our results do not support some earlier studies’ finding
that the CHAQ is a very responsive measure in JRA1,2. The
small MCID of the CHAQ in our study supports reports that
the measure has, at most, moderate responsiveness to short
term changes in JRA14. We hypothesize that this may be at
least partially due to a change of the “phenotype” of the
average patient with JRA seen in clinical practice. The phys-
ical function (CHAQ score) of the patients examined in this
study was very similar to that of other recently reported JRA
cohorts4. Due to improved treatments for JRA, the average
number of joints with active arthritis or with limited range
of motion observed in recently reported cohorts has
decreased, and the disability level of patients appears to
have improved18,42,43. Based on parent reports, about one-
third of the patients studied had no disability (CHAQ = 0;
mean AJC = 1.3) at baseline. Because the CHAQ was
unable to determine potential improvement in these patients,

the MCID of the CHAQ for improvement may decrease. To
test the hypothesis that the flooring effect of the CHAQ neg-
atively influences the MCID of the measure, we performed
exploratory analyses examining the MCID of the CHAQ for
improvement after excluding patients who had a CHAQ
score of 0 at baseline. We were able to confirm that the
MCID of the CHAQ increased only if patients with preex-
isting disability (CHAQ > 0) are considered.

Our results support previous reports that the MCID of a
measure for changes actually experienced in disease are
often smaller that those for hypothesized ones23,44-46. The
patients with important changes in our study (improvement,
worsening) had much smaller MCID than similarly affected
patients who were asked to provide the MCID of the CHAQ
for hypothetical changes in health18. We were unable to con-
firm the proposed differences in the MCID of the CHAQ
depending on the degree of disability of patients with JRA
at baseline. This could be due to the limited number of sub-
jects with higher degrees of disability in this study. Another
possibility is that differences in MCID values for actual

Figure 4. Minimal clinically important differences (MCID) of the CHAQ for improvement after correction for
the CHAQ floor effect (see details of legend, page153).
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changes in disease of patients with different levels of dis-
ability are too small to be detectable using the current num-
ber of subjects.

Given the widespread use and the cross-cultural valida-
tion of the CHAQ4, every effort should be made to improve
the usefulness of its current items. It would be especially
important to increase the responsiveness of the CHAQ and
its MCID. Although several such attempts have been
made47,48, Rasch analysis49 of the CHAQ could be done to
improve the measurement properties of the measure by
identifying a better approach to calculating the CHAQ dis-
ability summary score. Additional studies are necessary to
assess the longterm responsiveness/MCID of the measure. It
is possible that the CHAQ remains a good measure of
changes in health and disease of patients with JRA over a
longer time period. Research is also required to examine the
MCID of the CHAQ for comparing groups of patients. This
would be especially relevant for the interpretation of clinical
trial data of JRA patients receiving different treatments. It is
possible that, on a group level, the CHAQ has a sufficiently
large MCID to allow a reasonable interpretation of changes
in CHAQ scores.

We have determined the MCID of the CHAQ to enhance
the interpretability of changes in CHAQ scores over time.
Based on the small MCID for changes actually experienced
by children with arthritis, the CHAQ in its current form may
be too insensitive to determine important short term changes
in health and disease for a given patient.
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